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Episode begins in Al's apartment. Heidi, Tim and Al are taping a "Tool Time On 
Location" episode. The camera follows Heidi walking from the apartment door along 
the kitchen counter towards Tim 
  
Heidi:  Welcome to day two of a very special "Tool Time". We're coming to you live 

from Al's apartment. Now here's the star of the show, Tim "The Tool Man" 
Taylor. [The "Tool Time" music plays. The camera moves to show Tim, who 
seems to be growing a beard] 
 

Tim:  Thank you everybody, and welcome to our second day, as Heidi just said, in 
Al's apartment. It's lovely, isn't it? I AM Tim "The Tool Man" Taylor, and of 
course you all know my assistant Al Borland. [Tim and Heidi turn to the door in 
the back waiting for Al to show up] Al! 
 

Al:  [From the other room] Pardon? 
 

Tim:  We're on the air, Al. 
 

Al:  What?! 
 

[The flushing of the toilet can be heard. The door opens and Al appears in the 
doorway, still holding a towel. Al realizes that he's being taped, quickly throws the 
towel back into the bathroom and goes over to Tim and Heidi and salutes] 
 
Al:  Well-- [Turns to Tim] You know you could have given me some warning. 

 
Tim:  Where would the fun be in that? 

 
Al:  Well, this week we've been showing you how to turn the dead space in your 

house into living space. 
 

Al:  The dead space between your ears could fill the mall of America. 
 



[Al laughs at his own joke, Tim hisses at him. Heidi moves into shot] 
 
Heidi:  Today we'll be installing a sliding pocket door in Al's bathroom, but first let me 

show you what we did yesterday. [Heidi goes over to the kitchen] We used this 
space in the wall, [Heidi shows the spice rack in the wall] put in in a spice rack. 
Al? 
 

Al:  That's right, and then we converted this space that used to be [Al goes over to 
and points at the closet. Tim is holding two remote control units] my closet into 
a guest bedroom. 
 

Tim:  Remote controlled. 
 

Al:  Tim. 
 

[Tim presses a button on the remote and the bed folds down] 
 
Tim:  Next, we'll try to convert some poor sap into Al's first houseguest. 

 
Al:  And then we'll convert that stuff on your face into an actual beard. [Al laughs to 

himself again] 
 

Tim:  Gee Al, not everyone can grow a beard as fast as your mom. Now, the pièce 
de résistance. In the spare room above the header in the kitchen we added a 
home entertainment system. 
 

[Tim pushes a button on the other remote and a big TV set comes down from over the 
kitchen counter] 
 
Al:  With this setup, [Al takes the (wrong) remote control from Tim and lies down on 

the bed] my guests can now watch TV in bed. [Al points the remote at the TV 
and presses a button] 
 

Tim:  Not with that remote though, Al. 
 

Al:  Whoa! 
 

[The bed closes, catapulting Al through the wall onto his neighbor's bed. Al's 
neighbor is laying on the bed, reading a book. Al lands right next to him. Al and his 
neighbour look at each other]                                                                       Resource Shop 
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